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TESTING FOR CHANGE POINTS IN TIME SERIES MODELS AND 
LIMITING THEOREMS FOR NED SEQUENCES1 

By Shiqing Ling 

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 

This paper first establishes a strong law of large numbers and a strong 
invariance principle for forward and backward sums of near-epoch dependent 

sequences. Using these limiting theorems, we develop a general asymptotic 

theory on the Wald test for change points in a general class of time series 

models under the no change-point hypothesis. As an application, we verify 
our assumptions for the long-memory fractional ARIMA model. 

1. Introduction. Testing on structural change problems has been an impor 
tant issue in statistics. The earliest references go back to Chow [9] and Quandt [33]. 
Chow's test is to assume that the time of structural change is known a priori, 
and the critical values for the x2 distribution can be simply used. Quandt's test 
is to take the largest Chow test statistic over all possible times of the structural 

change. Quandt's test appears to be more reasonable in practice because it does 
not need to assume the time of structural change a priori. However, its critical val 
ues are hard to obtain even approximately due to singular behavior near the end 

points. One method is to restrict the change-point interval (0, 1) to [t\, xj\ with 
0 < ti < t2 < 1; see [2, 4, 15, 16, 22]. Another important method is to normal 
ize the Quandt-type test. This type of test statistic has a Darling-Erdos-type limit 
and its critical values are easily obtained. This method was developed by Yao and 
Davis [38] for i.i.d. normal data, and was extended by Horvath [17] for general 
i.i.d. data and Horvath [18] for linear regression models. However, when using 
this method for time series models, we encounter some great challenges. 

To understand these, we look at the AR(1) model, yt = <pyt-\ + et, where 

|0| < 1 and {et} are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) errors. First, 
we need to obtain the rate of uniform convergence of the partial sample informa 
tion matrices based on {^i,..., _y^} and {j^+i, , yn), respectively; that is, for 
some 8 > 0, we need to establish 

1 k 1 n 
(a) max 

-?]?x, =op(l) and (b) max ^?- 
J^ xt =op(\), gn<k<n K t=x gn<~k<n kl f=k+l 
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1214 S. LING 

as n -* oo, where k 
? n ? k, gn= logloglog(max{^^, n}) and Xt = y2_x 

? 
Ey2_x 

(see Lemma 6.2). Under the strong mixing condition with Eyf < oo, Davis, Huang 
and Yao [12] first established that 

1 * 
(1.1) nzjE*'^1) a's" K t=\ 

using the strong invariance principle in Kuelbs and Philipp [23], and then 

used (1.1) to obtain (a). We note that the ergodic theorem only ensures that 

Y!t=\ Xt/k 
= o(l) a.s., which cannot be used for (a), and hence, (1.1) in [12] 

is novel. Since {yt} is strictly stationary, (b) is equivalent, for any 6 > 0, to 

PI max ^?\ Y" Xt\>e) 
= P\ max 7T^ Y Xt\>e)=o(l). 

This is not equivalent to (a) if {yt} is not time-reversible. Except for Gaussian linear 

processes, very few time series have been shown to be time-reversible; see [8]. 
Thus, (1.1) cannot be used for (b), generally. To solve this problem, we need the 

following strong law of large numbers (SLLN): 

1 
-1 

(1.2) T\^YsXt=0^ 
a.s. 

k t=-k 
However, this has not been established in the literature. 

Second, we need to approximate the score functions based on the subsam 

ples {y\,..., yk} and {yk+i, , yn) by i.i.d. normal random sequences {G\t: t = 

1,2,...} and {Git t = 1, 2,...}, respectively, such that 

I 1 k 1 k 
(c) max 

k8\--=J2yt-iet--=J2Git\=op(l), gn<k<n | ̂/k ~( Wk 
" 

I 

I 1 
_1 1 _1 I 

(d) max k8 -= Y" yt-iet-7= Y, G2t\=op(l), gn<k<n \Vkt=_k ^kt=_k I 

for some 8 > 0. Davis, Huang and Yao [12] first used the result in Kuelbs and 

Philipp [23] to establish the strong invariance principle (SIP), 

1 * 1 * 
(1.3) ?Y,yt-l8t 

= 
?J2Gu+o(k-8) 

a.s, 
\k t=l \/k t==l 

with strong mixing {yt}, for some S > 0, and then used (1.3) to prove (c). Similarly 
to (b), to prove (d), we need the backward SIP, that is, there is an i.i.d. normal 

random sequence {Git'-t = 1,2,...} such that 

j 
-1 

j 
k 

(L4> -ff ? yt-\St = ^fY,G^+o(k-b) 
a.s. 

VAC t=_k Vfc t=l 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1215 

Again, there is not any result for (1.4) in the literature. The preceding difficulties 
are not only in Quandt-type tests but also in the estimating change-points as in [3, 
26, 31]. This issue seems to be not well discussed in the literature. 

This paper first establishes a new SLLN and a new SIP for the backward sums 

of near-epoch dependent (NED) sequences. The existing SLLN and SIP for the 
forward sums of random sequences related to (a) and (c), such as those in [34] 
and [14], require some mixing and high-order moment conditions, or do not have 
a rate of convergence (see also [25]). The mixing conditions are not always easy 
to verify. The high-order moment condition directly links to the restriction on the 

parameter space in some nonlinear time series models such as ARCH-type models. 
The weakest moment condition is in the ergodic theorem, but it does not have a 
rate of convergence. This paper next establishes a SLLN and a SIP with a rate 

of convergence for the forward sums of NED sequences under a weak moment 

condition and without a strong mixing assumption. 
Our SLLNs and SIPs are given in Section 2. Using them, we study the Wald test 

for change-points in a class of time series models in Section 3. This is a general 
theory and can be used for many time series models. As an application, we verify 
our assumptions for long-memory FARIMA models in Section 4. The proofs are 

given in Sections 5-7. Throughout this paper, we use the following notation: \A\ = 

[tr(AA')]1/2 for a vector or matrix A and \\Z\\p 
= 

iE\Z\p)l/p for a random vector 
or matrix Z with its elements in Lp space ip > I). Finally, we refer to the related 
references [20] and [19] for Quandt-type tests with the long-memory time series, 
and to [24] for the sequential approach. 

2. Limiting theorems for NED sequences. Let {st} be a series of indepen 
dent random variables (or vectors) on the probability space (ft,<S, P), !Ft = 

a {st, et-1,...} and Xt be a !Ft-measurable m x 1 random vector for t = 0, ? 1,_ 
We first introduce the following definition. 

Definition 2.1. Let Ftij) be the a-field generated by {sj,Sj-U..., 
Sj-i+i) with / > 1, and F0(j) = {0, ft}. {Xt} is said to be Lpiv) NED in 
terms of {st}\is\x^_OQ<t<OQ\\Xt\\p < oo and sup.^,^ \\Xt -E[Xt\Fk(t)]\\p 

= 

Oik~v), where p > 1 and v > 0. 

This notion of NED sequence extends a concept introduced in Billingsley [7]. 
Some different versions appear in [30, 32, 36]. This NED {Xt} implies that it is 

mixingale, that is, sup_00<r<00 \\EXt 
- 

EiXt\!Ft-k)\\p 
= Oik~v). Our SLLN and 

SIP are as follows. 

Theorem 2.1. Let {Xt:t = 0, ?1,...} be an Ll+Liv) NED and mean zero 

sequence in terms of{st} with i > 0 and v > 0. Then there exists a constant S > 0 
such that 

(a) - ? X, = 
o(j^j 

a.s. and (b) 1 
^ 

Xt = 
o(j^j 

a.s. 
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1216 S.LING 

Remark 2.1. The moment condition in Theorem 2.1 is only slightly stronger 
than that in the ergodic theorem for the forward sums. But our SLLN includes a 

rate of convergence, while the ergodic theorem does not. We guess that this is 

the weakest moment condition for the NED sequence if a rate of convergence is 

wanted. This rate is indispensable when we prove Lemmas 6.2-6.4. The inde 

pendence of {st} can be replaced by some mixing conditions. If we allow i > 1 

and v > 0.5, then a sharper rate of convergence may be obtained; see, for exam 

ple, [14], page 41. If we assume i = 1 and use the moment bound of Ing and 

Wei [21], then a relationship between the rate of convergence and the series de 

pendence can be given. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let Xt be a martingale difference in terms of Ft with covari 
ance matrix Q and be L2+t (v) NED in terms of{st} with i > 0, where either 2v > 1 
or 2v = 1 and there exist constants v\ > 0 and t\ > 0 with 2v\ > 1 such that 

(2.1) sup \\E[Xt\FM{t)1 
- 

E[Xt\Fk(t)]\\2+LX = 0(k~v'). ? OQ<t<OQ 

Then, without changing its distribution, we can redefine {Xt} on two richer proba 

bility spaces together with two sequences of i.i.d. m x 1 normal vectors with mean 

zero and covariance matrix ?1, {G\t: t = 1, 2,...} and {Git t = 1, 2,...}, such 

that, for some constant 8 > 0, we have, respectively, 

k k 

(a) J2xt 
= 

J2Gu + 0(kx/2-8) a.s. and 
t=\ t=\ 

-l k 

(b) J2 Xt = E?2t + 0(kx/2~8) a.s. 
t=-k t=\ 

Remark 2.2. The two richer probability spaces may be different, for which 

we refer to [6] and [13]. Theorems 2.1-2.2 do not require {Xt} to be stationary and 

can be extended for triangular arrays as in [1]. 

3. Testing change-points in time series models. Assume that the time series 

{yt: t 
= 0, ?1, ?2,...} is !Ft-measurable, strictly stationary and ergodic, and is 

generated by the model 

(3.1) yt = f(\,Yt-X,8t), 

where / is a known function, k is an m x 1 unknown parameter vector, {st} is 

i.i.d. and Yt = (yt, yt-\,...). The structure of {yt} is characterized by / and k. 

This class of models (3.1) includes many time series models in the literature, such 

as ARMA, GARCH and random coefficient AR models. We assume that the para 
meter space 0 is a compact subset of Rm, and the true value of k, denoted by A.o, 
is an interior point in 0, where R = (?00,00). 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1217 

We denote the model (3.1) with the true parameter Ao by M(Ao). Let y\,...,yn 
be the observations. We consider the null and alternative hypotheses, 

H0:{y\,...,yn}e M(A0) versus 

Huik) :{yi,...,yk}e M(A0) and {yk+u ...,yn)e M(A.io) 

with Ao 7^ A.10 for some k e [1, n). 

Here, k = [nx] is called the change-point with x e (0,1), where [x] is the integer 
part of x. Under H\n(k), we use the following objective functions (OF) to estimate 

Ao and Aio, based on the sample {y\,...,yn} with initial value Fo, respectively, 
k n 

(3.2) L?(?,A) = ?/(A,Fr) and Llnik,Xl) = ]? HM,Yt), 
t=\ t=k+\ 

where /(A, Fr) is a measurable function in terms of Yt and is almost surely (a.s.) 
three times differentiable with respect to A. The function l(X,Yt) can be taken 
as those in LSE, MLE, quasi-MLE and M-estimators, among others. Let lt(X) = 

liX, Yt), DtiX) = dltiX)/dX and Pr(A) = -d2ltiX)/dX dX''. Denote E = ?[P,(A0)] 
and ft = ?[?)* (Ao)/), (Ao)]. Here and below, the expectation is with respect to the 

probability measure under the null hypothesis. We first give two sets of assump 
tions as follows. 

Assumption 3.1. For some constant t > 0 and an open neighborhood @o 
of X0: 

(i) E sup^Q \ltiX)\l-H < oo and E[ltiX)] has a unique maximum at A. = Ao; 
(ii) DtiXo) is an ̂ -measurable martingale difference with ft > 0; 
(iii) S > 0 and EsupXe@Q \PtiX)\l+i < oo; 
(iv) Esupke@Q \dpijtiX)/dX\?-5+L 

< oo, where ptjtiX) is the (/,y)th element 
of PtiX). 

Assumption 3.2. For some i > 0, vo > 0 and v > 1/2 and an open neigh 
borhood ?o of Ao: 

(i) ||supA 0|/,(A)-E[itix)\ykit)]\h+i = oik-^y, 
(ii) DtiXo) is L2+iiv) NED in terms of {st} with 2v > 1 or with 2v = 1 

and (2.1) being satisfied as Xt = Dt(Ao); 
(iii) || supAe0o \Pt(A) - E[PtQ,)\Fk(t)-\\\\\+i = Oik~^). 

When l = 0, Assumption 3.1(i)-(iii) is typical for estimating Ao in model (3.1). 
We need the (1 + 0th finite moment here because the ergodic theorem cannot 
be used for X\n(k). Assumption 3.1(iv) is for the rate of uniform convergence 
in (6.2). Assumption 3.2 is a key to using Theorems 2.1-2.2 for Lemmas 6.1-6.2. 
In practice, Yq is usually replaced by some constants. Let TtiX), A (A) and PtiX) 
be defined as UiX), DtiX) and PtiX), respectively, with initial values yt being zero 
or a constant for t < 0. Our initial condition is as follows. 
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1218 S.LING 

Assumption 3.3. For some constants 8 > 0, vo > 0 and v > 1/2 and an open 

neighborhood ?o of Ao: 

(i) EsuVxe@\lt(k) -lt(k)\ = o(t-?oy, 
(ii) supgn<k<n{k-l/2+8\ Et=i^t(ko) 

- 
Dt(k0)]\} = 

op(l) and supgn<n.fc<II 

{(n 
- 

k)-x/2+8\j:U+ilDt(ko) 
- 

Dt(k0)]\} = op(l)', 
(iii) EsupXe@0 \Pt(k)-Pt(k)\ = 0(t~^) and \\Dt(ko)-Dt(ko)h+l = 0(ut), 

where gn = logloglog(max{^^, n}) and ut = t~v log^ t for some q > 0. 

It can be shown that Assumption 3.3(ii) holds if 2v > 1 in the second part of 

Assumption 3.3(iii). The OFs in (3.2) are modified as 

k n 

(3.3) Ln(k,k) = J2h(k) and Lln(k,kx)= ? lt(k{). 
t=\ t=k+\ 

Let kn(k) and k\n(k), respectively, be the maximizers of Ln(k, k) and L\n(k, k\) 
on 0 for each known k. The Wald test statistic evaluated at [kn(k), k\n(k)] for 

testing Ho against H\n(k) is defined as 

Wn(k) = 
k(n 

7 
k) 

[kn(k) 
- 

kln(k)]/[?n(k)Q-x(k)?n(k)][kn(k) 
- kln(k)], nL 

where ?n(k) = ?*=1 ?&,(*)) + E"=k+i Pt(Un(k)) and 

k n 

Qn(k) = J2Dt(kn(k))Dft(kn(k))+ J^ Dt(kln(k))D't(kln(k)). 
t=\ t=k+\ 

When we test the null Ho against U&e[i,rt) H\n(k), a natural test statistic is 

max^e[i,?) Wn(k). However, this test statistic diverges to infinity; see [2]. We de 

fine the normalized Quandt-type Wald test statistic as 

^ Wn(k)-bn(m) 
(3.4) Wn(m)= max \ , 7 

m<k<n?m an\m) 

where an(m) = Jbn(m)/(2loglogn), bn(m) = [2 log logn + (m log log logn)/ 
2 ? log r(m/2)]2/(2 log logn) and r() is the gamma function. Our result for test 

ing for a change-point in model (3.1) is as follows. 

THEOREM 3.1. If Assumptions 3.1-3.3 are satisfied, then under the null Ho, 

for any xeR, P[Wn(m) <x]-+ exp(?2e~*/2) as n -> oo. 

Remark 3.1. Some weighted test statistics can be constructed along the lines 

of [11] where optimality of related tests is also discussed. Assumptions 3.1(i)-(iii) 
and 3.2-3.3 were verified by Ling [27] for the AR-GARCH model. 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1219 

4. Application to LM-FARIMA models. The time series {yt} is said to fol 

low a long-memory FARIMA(p, d, q) model if 

(4.1) <KB)(l-B)dyt = 1r(B)et, 

where 0(5) = 1 - Ef=i0ifl,"> 1*(B) = 1 + ??=1V^, B is the backward 
shift operator, d (0,0.5) and (1 

- 
B)d = EkLockBk with ck = i~d)i~d + 

1) (?J + & ? l)/?!, and {??} a sequence of i.i.d. white noise variables. De 

note A = id, 0i,..., <f>p, Vn,..., tyq)'- The parameter space ? is a compact subset 

of Rp+q+l. Assume that the true parameter Ao of A is an interior point in 0 and, 
for each A e 0, it satisfies: 

Assumption 4.1. d e (0,0.5), 0(z) ^ 0 and ̂ iz) ^ 0 for all z such that 
kl < 1, 0p 7^ 0, ̂ ^ 0, and 0(z) and ^(z) have no common root. 

It is not hard to see that (4.1) is a special form of model (3.1). Following com 

mon practice, we use quasi-log-likelihood estimation for Ao and the OFs are 

k n 

(4.2) L?(?,A) = 45>,2(A) and LXnik,Xx) = -\ ? e2iX\), 
t=i t=k+i 

where ?r(A) = i/f-1(B)0(Z?)(l 
? 

B)dyt. In this case, we have 

fw^ de<M ^ a o/^ 9^(A) 9^(A) 92g,(A) 

Let A? (?) and X\n ik) be the maximizers of Ln ik, X) and L \n ik, X\) on 0 for each k 
with the initial values yt = 0 for t < 0. The result for model (4.1) is as follows. 

THEOREM 4.1. If Assumption 4.1 holds and E\st\2+l < oo for some i > 0, 
then under the null Ho, for any x, P[Wnip + q + 1) < x] -> exp(?2e~x^2) as 
n -^ oo. 

Remark 4.1. For the linear processes with the long-memory parameter H = 

1/2 + do, Beran and Terrin [5] and Horvath and Shao [20] proposed some tests for 
the change of H in the frequency domain, but they did not verify the conditions 
for model (4.1) and assumed that E\et |4_K < oo. See also [19]. As far as we know, 
our test statistic is new in the time domain and is also different from the tests in [5] 
and [20]. 

Remark 4.2. To see the performance of the Wald test in finite samples, we 
examine a small simulation for the FARIMA(0, d, 0) model with et ~ Af (0,1), 
using Fortran 77. Sample sizes n = 250 and 400 are used. We first study the size, 
for which we take do ? 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, and then the power, for which we 
take do = 0.1 and d\o = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 with the change-point k = [0.5n] and [0.9n], 
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1220 S. LING 

Table 1 
Size and power of Wn (1) for testing change-point in FARIMA(0, d, 0) models (1000 replications) 

n = 250 n = 400 

10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 

Jq Sizes 
0.1 0.055 0.039 0.012 0.081 0.049 0.015 
0.2 0.059 0.037 0.012 0.083 0.046 0.014 
0.3 0.064 0.038 0.010 0.078 0.047 0.012 
0.4 0.050 0.031 0.010 0.077 0.041 0.014 

d\Q Power when do 
= 0.1 and k = [0.5n] 

0.2 0.168 0.120 0.040 0.304 0.235 0.126 
0.3 0.333 0.260 0.114 0.655 0.566 0.403 
0.4 0.658 0.571 0.387 0.924 0.886 0.791 

d\o Power when do 
= 0.1 and k = [0.9n] 

0.2 0.135 0.089 0.022 0.180 0.114 0.056 
0.3 0.181 0.124 0.056 0.303 0.225 0.106 
0.4 0.424 0.334 0.197 0.582 0.498 0.312 

respectively. The results at the 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels are reported 
in Table 1. When n = 250, the size is very close to the nominal 0.01 level and is 

acceptable at the nominal 0.05 level, but is quite conservative at the nominal 0.1 

level. When n is increased to 400, all size values are close to the nominal levels. 

Power increases when n increases from 250 to 400. When k = [0.9n], the power 
is lower than when k = [0.5n]. We also have the simulation results when n = 200. 

But in this case, all size values are small and power is very low, and hence, they 
are not reported here. 

5. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. This section gives the proofs of Theo 

rems 2.1 and 2.2. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Sn = EJLi xt and p = 1 + i. From K = 

1, 2,..., let / = [y/K] and define At,K = || EyLi^+y 
- 

E(Xt+j\m + j))]\\p 
and BUK = HEf=i?(*r+yl*7(f + y))llP. Since E(Xt+j\m + j)) are /-de 

pendent and the Lp(v) NED assumption holds, it can be readily shown that 

there is a constant a > 0 such that At,K + Bt,K 
= 0(Kx~a) uniformly in t. So, 

II E/Li Xt+i Wp = 0(K{l-a)). By Proposition 1 of [37], we have 

k r2*~r i1/p 

max \St\ <Y ^||52'-,--52r(I--i)||J lli<;<2* p rt5L,tt J 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1221 

Thus, for some 0 < p < 1, || max1</<2^ |5r|||p 
= Oi2kp), from which (a) and (b) 

follow easily. 

To prove Theorem 2.2, we need the following lemma which is used for (5.2), 
(5.7) and (5.10). 

LEMMA 5.1. Let Xt be defined as in Theorem 2.2. Then (a) 

j 
/r 

j ! -11/2 

J2 {Xt - E[Xt\Ft-i(t)]} / J2 TTZT^ 
= ?w> 

t=i+\ 2+il U=i + 1 V l) - 

uniformly in j and i < j, and (b) furthermore, if (2.1) holds, then we have 

y-1 II 

J2{E[X-t\F-t+ji-t)] 
- 

E[X_,|F_r+;_i(-0]} 
= 0(1). 

t=\ II2+M 

Proof. Let p = 2 + i and ?a 
= Xt 

- 
?[X,| ?*(*)] for k > 0. Since 

Xt is an ^-measurable martingale difference and {st} is independent, we 
know that %t,t-i is an ^-measurable martingale difference. By Definition 2.1, 

wPi<j Pi<t<jtt\l;tj-i\\pit 
~ 

i)v] = 
^Pt<j suPi<t<j ^Po<k<oo(\\^t,k\\pkV) 

< 

sup o<k<ooswp-oo<t<oo(\\&,k\\pkv) 
= 0(1). By Burkholder's inequality in [10], 

page 384, there exists a constant B, depending only on i, such that 

j p / j \pl2 / j \pl2 E J2 ̂t-i <BE[ ? \^t-i\2) 
<B E ll^-illj) . 

t=i + \ \t=i + \ I \t=i + \ I 

where the last step uses Minkowski's inequality. Thus, (a) holds. Since E[X-t\ 

!F-t+ji?t)] 
? 

ElX-tlF-t+j-ii?t)] is an 5r_r-measurable martingale difference 
and 2v\ > 1, similarly, we can prove that (b) holds. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2 in [13], the proof of (a) is much 
easier than that of (b). So, only the latter is presented here. 

Let Xf) 
= E[Xt\F-i+i(0)] 

- 
E[X,|?L/(0)] for / < -1. Note that E{Xt\ 

!F-tiO)) = EXt = 0 when t < ? 1. We have the decomposition 
-l -l -l t 

J2xt=^T{Xt- E[Xt\Fk+i(0)]) +Y,H X?) 
t=-k t=-k t=-ki=-k 

-1 -1 -1 

(5.1) = 
?{Xf-?[X,|**+i(0)]} + ? ^Xj? 

t=?k i=-k t=i 

-1 k j 

t=-k j=\t=\ 
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1222 S. LING 

Note that E[Xt\Fk+x{0)] = E[Xt\Ft+k+\(t)\ when t < 0 and t + k + 1 > 0. 
By Lemma 5.1(a), || ?,=-*{** 

" 
E[Xt\fk+i(0)])\\2+l = CKE^C + * + 

1)-2y]i/2) = 
C>[(ELi?_2v)1/2]- Thus' by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for 

any > 0, we have 

WmaxLl-j ?{Xf-?[X,|**+i(0)]} >ej 
00 / 1 I _1 I \ ^ 

HP[jlj2=s\ E {*< - ?[X,|^+i(0)]} > 
j 

i oo i 1-1 
|2+( 

(5-2) 
^E^,/^^)^ E <*' - 

Eixt\rk+lm)\ 

oo) f i /f _J_\1+1/2 - 
62+t 2^ ?(l/2-2S)(2+0 I 2^ r2v+2<5 J 

= 
?V/d/2-26)(2+0-l J' 

as 5 > 0 is small enough such that (1/2 
? 

25)(2 + i) > 1. By Lemma 1 in [10], 
page 31 and (5.2), 

-l 
(5.3) J2 &t 

~ 
E[Xt\FM(0)]} = 0(k1'2-8) a.s. 

t=-k 

The second term in (5.1) can be rewritten as 

k+l 7-1 

EY0J ^d Y0J = Y,xZ-J+v 
7=2 r=l 

By (5.3), it is sufficient for (b) to show that we can define a sequence of i.i.d. m x 1 

normal vectors {Git} with mean zero and covariance ?2 such that 

*+l k 

(5.4) J2 Y?J 
~ 
E GV 

= 0(k1'2-8) a.s. 
7=2 7=1 

Since 
X^_;+1 

e 5=}(0), we know that y0y ?)(0) and E(r0j1^,-1(0)) 
= 0. 

Thus, {Yoj, ̂ (0), j 
= 1,2,...} is a sequence of forward martingale differences. 

Using the strong invariance principle in [13], Theorem 1, it is sufficient for (5.4) 
to verify the following conditions: 

(i) there exists an I > 0 such that E\Yqj \2m < M, a constant, uniformly in j; 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1223 

(ii) for some 8 > 0, the following holds uniformly in s: 

i s+n 

(5.5) -^ J2 [E(Y0jY^)-Q] 
= O(l), n j=s+l 

(5.6) -jLtf ? [EiYojY^Fsm 
- 

EiYojY^j)] =0(1). 

Note that 
X^_y.+1 

= 
?[X_,|?)(0)] 

- 
E[X-,\!Fj-i(0)] and ?[X_,|5}(0)] 

= 

E[X-t\F-t+j(-t)] when f > 1 and -t + j > 0. When 2v > 1, by Minkowski's 

inequality and Lemma 5.1(a), it follows that, uniformly in j, 

E\Y0J\^ = 
EJJ:X^_j+, 

+' 

7-1 2+< 

(5-7) < OH)E ?{X_, 
- 

E[X-t\Fj(0)]} 
t=\ 

7-1 2+l 

+ OH)E ?{X_r 
- 

E[X-t\FHlm) 
= OH). 

t=\ 

That is, (i) holds. When 2v = 1 and (2.1) is satisfied, (i) holds by Lemma 5.1(b). 
For (ii), we make a decomposition as 

????/-(p2.-7+.)g*?.-,+.)' 

+(&-'-)(p -)' 

+Si5-)Si5-)] 

We first show that 

(5.9) -lj ? (?B2y,-n) = o(l), 
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1224 S. LING 

uniformly in s. Let ZtJ 
= 

E[X-t\Fj(0)]. Since E(X^j _j+l\F-t-i) 
= 0, 

s+n s+n j 
? l 

? EB2JS= ? ZE(XM_J+1XW_J+1) 
j=s+l y=5+l t=s 

s+n 7-1 5+n 7~1 

= 
E E^'A)- E E?(z^-izrj-i) 
j=s+\ t=s 7=5+1 '=5 

5+rc 7-1 s+n-l j 

= 
? ^(Z^Z;,,.)- E E?(ZMZr.y) 
y=i+l /=i j=s t=s 

= 
J2 E{ZUs+nZ'M)-E(Zs,sZ'sJ- j^ E(ZjjZ'jj) 

t=s 7=5+1 

s+n-l 

= 
l2 E(Zt,s+nZ'ts+n), 
t=s 

where Zjj 
= 

E(X-j\Fj(0)) 
= 0 is used since Z_7 is independent of !Fj(0). Since 

Zr?7 
= 

?[X_r\y-t+j(?t)], by the near-epoch dependence of Xt, 

i 5+W-l 

w 
r=5 

i ns+w ?1 5+n ?1 

^~i=J E ?|^-Z?,,+n|2 + 2 ? ?(|X_,-ZM+n||X_,|) n 
L ^=5 t=S 

(i v 
p+fl-1 

i 5+fl-l 

;p=r)[ 
E j^7^ 

+ 
? <?!*--WeiX-,I2)"2_ 

= 
o(-i-) T-= o(i), 
W-8) 

~ 
(n + s-ty 

for S < v, where 0(1) and o(l) hold uniformly in s. Thus, (5.9) holds. 

Since X_t _ ,+1 is an ̂ -^-measurable martingale difference, wehave/sl^i^| 
< 

?l E?i x-l-j+i I2 = ??=i ?|^S _y-+i I2- When 2v > 1, by the near-epoch de 
pendence of Xt, it follows that, uniformly in j >s, 

5-1 5-1 

E^I^-y+il^^c^E^i^-^i' + ^i^-^-ii^ 
t=i t=i 

50<1)I(J^' 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1225 

When 2v = 1, by (2.1) and Minkowski's inequality, E\X(^t_j+l\2 
< 0(1)0' 

- 

t)~2vi and 2v\ > 1. Letting v = 2v or 2v\ according as 2v > 1 or 2v = 1, we have, 

forO<S<(v-l)/2, 

i n+s O(l) s+n 5~1 1 

-^ J2 e\bijs\<-^ ? ^7737^ n 
7=5+1 

n 
j=s+lt=l KJ l) 

i s+n i 5-1 i 

(5.10) <on)\ T-,T?-? 
n8j^+iU-s)i-2*+*ti(s-ty-8 

= 0(1), 

uniformly in s as n ? oo, for 25 < 8 < v ? 1, where we have used j ?s < min{j 
? 

t,n} and j 
? t > s ? t. By (5.9)-(5.10) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we 

can show that 

(5.11) -^ ? E\B3js\ = OH). 
7=5 + 1 

By (5.8)?(5.11), we can establish (5.5). Since B2jS Ps is independent of 

F5(0) when j > s, ?[52^1^(0)] 
= 

EBljs. By (5.8)-(5.11), uniformly in s, we 

have 

(5.12) -^E ? {E[YOJY{>j\Fs(0)]-a} =OH). n 
j=s+\ 

By (5.5) and (5.12), (5.6) holds. 

6. Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first present three lemmas. Lemma 6.1 comes 

directly from Theorem 2.2, while Lemma 6.2 can be proved by using Theorem 2.1 
and the details are given in [28]. 

LEMMA 6.1. If Assumptions 3.1(ii) and 3.2(H) hold, then in the sense of The 
orem 2.2, we can define i.i.d. m x 1 normal vector sequences, {G\t} and {G2r}, 
with mean zero and covariance Q such that, for some 8 > 0, 

1 k 1 k 
(a) max k8 ? ?D,(*0) 

- -= 
?Gi, =opH), gn<k<n Vkfr{ vkf^l 

x 
-1 

j 
-1 

(b) max k8 ? Y, DtiXo) 
- -= T G2t =op(l). 8n<k<n 4kttlk ^t=^k 

LEMMA 6.2. Let ?oik,rj) = {X:kL\X 
? 

Xq\ < r]}. Suppose Assump 
tions 3.1(iii)-(iv), 3.2(iii) and 3.3(iii) hold. For any 6 > 0, (1) ifT 

= 0, then there 
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1226 S. LING 

is r) > 0 such that the following (a)-(b) hold with S = 0, and (2) if I > 0, then there 
is 8 > 0 such that the following (a)-(b) hold for any fixed r) > 0: 

(a) lim P\ max max ?? 
V[p,(A.) 

- 
E] >e)=0, n-+?? 

\gn<k<n?o(k,r))kX-8 f^[ ) 

(b) lim P\ max max--T^ V [Pt(k) 
- 

E] >e)=0. "^?? 
\#n<"-*<" ?o(*-M) (w 

- 
fc)1_<5 r=~! / 

LEMMA 6.3. /f f/ie assumptions of Theorem 3.1 Zio/d, r/ien f/zere emte a 5 > 0 
swc/z f/iaf kn(k) and k\n(k) have the uniform expansions 

E_1 k 
(a) max k8 Vk[kn(k) 

- 
x0] 

- _? 
?D<^ 

= 
M1). gn<k<n VA: JT[ 

E-1 
n 

(b) max (n-/:)5 VrT^k[kln(k)-k0]-^== T Dt(k0) =op(l). 
gn<n-k<n y/n?k 

t^+x 

Proof. We only prove part (b). By Lemma A. 1(b) in the Appendix, 

P[ max \k\n(k) -k0\ >e ) 
\gn<n-k<n J 

= p\\kln(k)-ko\>t, f^ Vt(kln(k))-ln(ko)]>0, 
V t=k+l 

for some k e [1, n ? gn] > 

<P max sup ^[W)-/^o)]>oU(l), 
[8n<n-k<nlk_Xol> t=M 

for any > 0 and as n ?>> oo. Thus, 

(6.1) max |Mn(^)-A.0| =On(l). 

Using Taylor's expansion for each element of dL\n(k, k\n(k))/dk = 0, we have 

(6.2) iu(k)-Xo=(-L- J2 k) -^tEWo), 

for each k, where the ith row of P* is the ith row of Pt(k\(^(k)) for some i\f(k) such that \X*\k) 
- 

A0| < \X\n{k) - 
A0| for i = 1,..., m. Observing that Dt(X0) 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1227 

is strictly stationary, by Lemma 6.1(b), the law of iterated logarithm (LIL) and 

Assumption 3.3(ii), it follows that, for any 80 > 0, 

1 n ~ 
(6.3) max-7.05,o J2 D'^?) =op(l). gn<n-k<n in 

- 
k)^+d? t^+{ 

Let 8X e (0,1/2). By Lemma 6.2(b) with T = 0 and (6.1)-(6.3), 

(6.4) max |(/i 
- 

k)8' [k\n(k) -X0]\= opil). 
gn<n-k<n 

By (6.2)-(6.4) and Lemma 6.2(b) with I = 8\, there exists some 8 > 0 such that 

v-l n 

max (n-k)s Jn - k[iXn{k) 
- X0] - - T Df(A0) 

g?<n-k<n yjn 
? 

k 
t=j~+x 

/ 1 n ~ \_1r 1 " ~ 1 = max - V P* -i-^ V (? 
- 

P*) 

-(n_ky/2+St]:+i^o)=op(l). 
Furthermore, by Assumption 3.3(h), (b) holds. 

We further need two lemmas, which are directly used for Theorem 3.1. 

LEMMA 6.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, it follows that 

(a) max\Wnik)-Snik)\=opH) and (b) m<ixWnik) = Opign), 

where Yln = [logft, n ? logn] and 

?2-1/2 
k 2 1/2 n 2 

1/2 n 2 

Snik)= -?Y^DtiXo) + -== 
J2 D^o)-^-?A(A0) 

. 
Vk fr{ Vn-kt^+l V^ rti 

Proof, (a) By Lemma 6.3, we have 

E_1 k 
(6.5) max Vk[Xnik) 

- X0] - ?=r J2 A(*o) = 
Op dog"**), 

(6.6) max V^l[Aln(/:) 
- A0] - -=== V Dt(k0) = 

Op(log-sn), 

for some 5 > 0. As for (6.3), by Lemma 6.1 and the LIL, we can show that 

(6.7) msLx\Vk[in(k) -X0]\ 
= 

<9p[(loglog?)1/2], 

(6.8) max|Vn-*[*i?(*)-*o]| 
= 

Op[(loglog?)1/2]. k lln 
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1228 S. LING 

By Lemma 6.2(a)-(b) and Lemma 6.3, we know that max^ n? |E?()fc)/n 
? 

E| = 

Op(n~s). By Lemma A.2 in the Appendix, we have maxjt6n? \&n(k) /n 
? 

Q\ = 

Op(n-s). Furthermore, by (6.7)-(6.8), it follows that 

(6.9) max Wn(k) - k(n~k\kn(k) 
- 

iin(k)]'n0[Xn(k) 
- 

iu(k)] = op(\), k T\n n 

where fio = ? Q~12. Denote 

fc , !k(n-k)[l* 1 A 
' n lK t=i n~Kt=k+\ J 

By (6.5)-(6.6), we have 

(6.10) max 
f(" 

"** 
[??(*) -?i?(fc)] 

- 
IT1^*) = 

O^log"**). 

By (6.7)-(6.8) and (6.10), it follows that 

(6.11) "n"W - ' 
{//:(n 

? 
fc) * - 1 

J n [K(k)-kXn(k)]\ =op(l). 

By (6.9) and (6.11), we can show that max^ nn \Wn(k) 
- 

^(k)Q~l^n(k)\ 
= 

op(l). 
By direct calculation, we have Sn(k) = 

%?(k)Q~l?;n(k). Thus, (a) holds. The proof 
of (b) is easy and can be found in [28]. 

LEMMA 6.5. Let {Gt, t ? 1,2,...] be an i.i.d. sequence of m x 1 random 
vectors with EGt = 0 and E(GtGft) 

= I. If E\Gt\2+L < oo for some i > 0, then, 

for each /x G (0, 1) and for any x, 

/ i r i k 2 1 \ 
P ?- max 

-^Y,Gt ~bn(m) < x - 
txp(-e~x/2), 

\an(m) [logn<k<nn Vfc,~i J / 

as n -+ oo, where an(m) and bn(m) are defined in Theorem 3.1. 

Proof. The lemma can be proved readily by using Lemma 2.2 of [17] and 

Corollary A.2 of [12]. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Sn (k) be defined as in Lemma 6.4 and denote 

Q~1/2 k ~ Q~1/2 
n 

$!(*) = ???d,(A0) and S2n(k) = -7== ? Dt(k0). 
V* t=l Jn-kt=M 
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TESTING CHANGE POINT IN TIME SERIES 1229 

Let ji e (0,0.5). By Lemma 6.1(a) and the continuous mapping theorem, 

max Snik)- max \S\ik)\2 
logn<k<fin logn<k<ixn 

< max |5?(it)-|5i(/t)|2| 
\ogn<k</jLn 

= max \\S2n(k)\2 
- 

ISdn)]2] 
logn<k<iin 

\BH)-Bjt)\2 2 
?>/max-\Bil)\ , 

0<r</x 1 
? T 

as n ?> oo, where ->? denotes convergence in distribution and |B(r): r e [0,1]} 
is a standard Brownian motion. Thus, for any e > 0, 

(6.12) limsupPf max Sn(k) - max \Siik)\2 > e J -> 0, 

as \i -> 0. Similarly, as /x -? 0, 

(6.13) limsupP( max Sn(k) - max |S2?(?)|2 > e J -> 0. ??^oo \ logn<n?k<ixn log n<n?k< fin ) 

Denote fii(fc) = ft"1/2 ?*=1 G\,/y/k and B2(&) = ^~1/2 E,=_jt G2t/?/k, where 

{Gi,} and {G2r} are defined as in Lemma 6.1. By Lemma 6.1(a), for each /i, we 
have 

max |5i(?)|2- max \Bi(k)\2 
logn<k<fin logn<k<fjin 

l/T~T7rc,M n n^\\Bl(k)\ + \Si(k)\ < max \Jloglogk[Siik) 
- 

Biik)]\- ?=o^(l), logn<k<n v 
Vl?gl?g^ 

as w -> oo. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.5(a), for each /x and x, it follows that 

(6.14) lim Pf max \S\ik)\2 
- bnim) /an(m) < x ) = exp(-6>"x/2). n->oo 

\|_logn<&</xrt J/ / 

Applying the same argument to S%ik) 
= ikQ)~l/2 Yl)=-k A(^o) and B2ik) with 

the help of Lemma 6.1(b), and observing that max^^^n |5| (^)l2 has the same 

distribution as maxiogn<n-fc</x? \S2nik)\2, we have 

(6.15) lim P[ max |S2w(/:)|2 
- 

bn(m)]/an(m) < x] =txpi-e~x/2). n-^oo 
\llogn<n-k<iJ,n J/ / 

Using a similar method as for (5.2), we can show that 

Q~1/2 
n 

An 
= max--?? 

J^ (A(A0) 
- 

E[DtiXoWt-kit)]} = 
opil), logn<n-k<fin in 

? 
k)u:) 

? 
^7* 

y 
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1230 S. LING 

for some S > 0. Let S%n(k) 
= ft-1/2 E"=k+\ E[Dt(ko)\Ft_k{t)yJ^k. So, 

I max |S2?(A:)|2- max \$n{k)\2\ \\ogn<n?k<fzn \ogn<n?k<ixn \ 

< max \\S2n(k)\2 
- 

\S?n(k)\2\ 
\ogn<n?k</jin 

I 1 n 
<A2 + 2A? max--^ ? Dt(k0) =op(l), 

\ogn<n-k<iin\(n 
? 

k)"'^6 ?71. | 

where the last step holds by Lemma 6.1(b), the LIL and the strict stationarity of 

{Dt(ko)}. Furthermore, by (6.15), for each \i and x, it follows that 

lim P\\ max \St(k)\2 - bn(m) \/an(m) < x ) = exp(-e~x/2). n-+oo \l\ogn<n-k<im J/ ) 

By (6.14), the above two equations and independence of vmx\0%n<n-k<fxn 

l^2n(^)l2 anc^ m3X\ogn<k</jLn \S\(k)\2, for each /x (0, 0.5) and x, it follows that 

P[ max max \S\(k)\2, 

max |S2n(k)\2\-bn(m) /an(m) 
< 

x) 
logn<n?k<iin J J' / 

= 
exp(-2e~*/2) + tf(l). 

Since an(m) = 1 +o(l), by (6.12)?(6.13) and the preceding equation, we can show 

that, for each x and any e > 0, there exist N > 0 and a constant /xo e (0, 1/2) such 

that, as n > N, 

\P[ max] max Sn(k), max Sn(?) | 
? 

bn(m) \ an(m) < a: ) 

-exp(-2^/2)|<^. 

By Lemma 6.1(a) and the continuous mapping theorem, we have 

\\B(r)\2 | \B(l)-B(r)\2 21 max Sn(k)?>x max {-I-\B(l)\ \, 
fxon<k<n?iiqh Ho<T:<l?mV T 1 ?T J 

as ft -? oo. By the preceding two equations, for any x, we can show that 

lim p(\ max Sn(k) 
- 

bn(m) /an(m) < x) 
= txp(-2e~x/2). n-+oc \lke[logn,n-logn] J' J 

Finally, by Lemma 6.4(a)-(b), the conclusion holds. 
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7. Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is sufficient for Theorem 4.1 to verify Assump 
tions 3.1-3.3. For simplicity, we only consider the case with p = q = 0, while the 

general case can be similarly verified. 
In this case, the following expansions hold: 

oo oo 

(7.1) yi = ^c(ne,-i 
and et(k) = (1 

- 
B)dyt 

= 
]Ta0,(A.);y,-?, 

(=0 i=0 

where coo = ?ooW = 1, c0i = 0(rl+d?) and a0i(k) = 
0(i-l~d). We further 

have 

^>=log(l-*)(l-*)'*, da 

d^ 
= log2(l-B)(l-B)dyt and 

^ 
= log3(l-B)(l-fi)<S, 

where log(l 
- B) = - 

E~i Bl/i and log*(l 
- 

B){\ 
- 

B)d = ?~i akiBi with 
aki{k) = 

0{rx~dlog* i) for jfc = 1,2, 3. 

Proof of Assumptions 3.1-3.2. By Assumption 4.1, {y,} is strictly 
stationary with E\yt\2+l < oo. Since @ is compact, there exist constants d 
and d such that 0<d<d<J<0.5 and do (d, d). Thus, supA6@ |ajt,-(A.)| = 

0(i-1_^log* i) for k = 0,1, 2,3, and 
OO OO -i 

sup|6:r(A)| = sup Y]aoiiX)yt-i < \yt\ + 0(1) V 77?7\yt-i\. 0 0 i=0 /=i< 
" 

Treating sup@ \stiX)\ and ^ as elements in the L2+i space, we have 

(7.2) supMA)| <0(1) ||yrll2+i + Elly'Tl|i2+t 
< ??' 

0 2+i L / = 1 ' 

that is, the first part of Assumption 3.1(i) holds. The proof of the second part 
and Assumption 3.1(h) can be found in [29]. Similar to (7.2), it can be proved 
that \\supe[\d2StiX)/dd2\ + \d3stiX)/dd3\]\\2+L < oo. Thus, we can show that As 

sumption 3.1(iii)-(iv) holds. For a (large) integer K, 

sup ?,(A)-?>(*)?_,- <0(1) ? J==jJ^ii 
= 

0(J_). 0 1=0 2+i i=K + \ l \A-/ 

When /: > /, by Lemma 2 in [35], it follows that 

oo 2+< 

j=k-i 

I 
?? 

\1_h/2 
r i -i 

= 

0(1)(.Sf.^j =?[(fc-0(l-2,o)(l+1/2), 
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1232 S.LING 

Let K = [k/2]. By the expansion of et (k) in (7.1) and the preceding two equations, 

\mV\et(k) 
- 

E[et(k)\Fk(t)]\\ II 0 II 2+i 

<o(y^^ 
+ 0(l)\^ 

/ i \ r* i i2+' / i \ - 
?{wto)+?(i)[E (I.+X)i+d(k _ 

0(i-24,)/21 
= 

o\jp*y 
for some vo > 0. Using this with (7.2), we can show that Assumption 3.2(i) holds. 

Similarly, we can show that Assumption 3.2(iii) holds. Note that (1 
? 

B)d?yt 
= et. 

By Lemma 2 in [35], 

loo p. |2+' 
||D,(*o) 

- 
?[A(X0)|5=i(0]|l2+! =?iE E 

? = 
O(/:-(2+0x0-5), 

\i=k l I 

where a, = E\et\2+L < oo. Thus, 2v = 1. Uniformly in r, it follows that 

\e _ |2+t / 1 \ 
||?[A(*o)l**+i(0] - 

?[A(X0)|^(0]||^ =^?|^1 
= 

?(^nj 
Thus, we have that *i = i and vi = 1. By the preceding two equations, we know 

that Assumption 3.2(h) holds. 

Proof of Assumption 3.3. Since yt = 0 for t < 0, by (7.1), we have 

r i2 r I ?? ll2 E \suV\8t(k)-8t(k)\\ =E\sup\Yaoi(k)yt-i\\ =0(r2<L). L e J [ ? \i=t IJ 
Using this with (7.2), we can show that Assumption 3.3(i) holds. Similarly, we can 

show that the first part of Assumption 3.3(iii) holds. We now verify the second 

parts of Assumption 3.3(h) and 3.3(iii). Denote 

oo 

At = st (k0) 
- st (ko) = E a? (ko)yt-i, 

i?t 

dst(ko) det(ko) ̂  
i=t 

dst(k0) ̂i 
l=t 
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where vt = 
? 

5Z|={ st-i/i- We next make the decomposition 

-Dt(ko) + D, (Ao) = e,(ko)Au + ^^-A, 
(7.3) 

M 
= AtA2t 

- 
AtAu + Atvt + ?tiXo)Au. 

By (7.1), we can write At as 

oo oo oo r j 

At = J2J2a?^k^c?J-i8t-J 
= 

]C Z]aO/(^o)cOy-/ e*-J' 
i=t j=i j=tLi=t 

By Lemma 2 in [35], we can show that E\At |2_K is bounded by 

roorj 
-j 

2 > 1+1/2 

C\Y1 J2a0i(^0)C0j-i \ 
[j=tLi=t J i 

(oo r j l -|2W+t/2 

g[Eu_,.+1),^,^J| 
where C is some constant independent of t. Furthermore, by Lemma A.3 with 
u = 1 ?do and v = 1 + do, it follows that 

roo/ , N2-i'+'/2 
(7.4) ?|A,|2+< < 

0(1)^(71^^) J 
= 0(r?+?*>). 

Furthermore, we can show that 

(7.5) ?|Au|2+' = 0((log2?//)l+'/2) and E\A2t\2+l = 0(r{l+l/2)). 

By (7.3)-(7.5), we can show that ||A(A0) 
- 

5,(A.o)||i+,/2 
= 0(f~1/2logO, that 

is, the second part of Assumption 3.3(iii) holds. 
Denote k = n - k. By (7.4)-(7.5), E\A,Ait\ < 

(EA2EAJ{)]/2 
< 

(?|Ar|2+t)1/(2+0(JC|A/,|2+t)1/(2+0 = Oft-1 log2*). When i = 1,2, by Lemma 
A.3 with u = 1/2 

? 8 and v = 1 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can show 
that 

(7.6) 

<p/A \AM \ ~ 
V=T (" -' + 1)l/2_* / 

Next, consider the third term in (7.3). We first make the decomposition 
n k?\ i n n-l i n 

t=k+\ i = \ t=k+l i=k l t=i + \ 
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where the last term is obtained by exchanging order of Y!t=k+i Iw=* ?t-iAt/i. 
Since At is ̂-measurable, by Lemma 2 in [35] and Minkowski's inequality, 

there exists a constant B, depending on i and E\?t\2+L, such that 

II n II2+' r n "l1^/2 / n i \ 1_N/2 

? St-iAt\ 
<B ? (SIA,!2*)2^ <0(1)( E 7 > 

Ilf=*+i "2+< u=k+l J \t=k+l I 

uniformly in i = 1,..., n. Let 8 be small enough such that (1/2 
? 

25) (2 + i) > 1. 

Since A; > n ? r + 1, by the Markov and Minkowski inequalities, we have 

/ 1 I*"1 I n I \ 
W*<"*1/2Atf s=s?i I / 

w-1 i II*-1 i 
| 

n 
|||2+i * oa) E ^(1/2-.)(2+o E7 S ?-^ 

jt_? 
* i = l f=*+l 2+< 

n-l , Fk-l , w 
-|2+< 

k=gn 
K ' 

L/=l 
l 

t=k+l 2+J 

n-l , r*-l a I n ,\ l/2-i2+t 

<o(D v .?-Y-\ T 
- - y > L* ^(1/2-5X2+0 ̂ i\Ls t\ 

k=gn L' = l V=*+l / J 

n-l 
j 

rife?1 
^ 

r n 
j -.1/2^2+4 - 

?(1)? 
m-*> IS 7L?i <?-<+^J I 

"_1 1 /*-11oe1/2n\2+' 

K?sn 

where the next-to-last step uses Lemma A.3. Similarly, we have 

M mf 11^ E 7 E ?'->A' 
>e) 

n-l , pi-1 i / n , \ l/2-|2+t 

<od)V,?i?r-(E-) =o(d, - 
.^ jk(l/2-?)(2+l) : ^iiV+i.t k=gn U=* V=, + 1 ' J 

where we have used k >n ? i>n ? t + 1. By the preceding two inequalities, we 

have 

(7.7) />( max 
j^?j ? u,A* >e)=o(l). 
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Similarly, we can show that 

(7.8) Pi max 
j-?? ? e,Au >A=oil). 

\gn<k<nk1/2-8 t=k+l ) 

Finally, by (7.3) and (7.6)-(7.8), we can show that the second part of Assump 
tion 3.3(h) holds. The first part of Assumption 3.3(h) can be similarly proved and, 

hence, the details are omitted. 

APPENDIX: LEMMAS A.1-A.3 

We state three lemmas here whose proofs can be found in [28]. 

LEMMA A. 1. If Assumptions 3.1(i), 3.2(i) and 3.3(i) hold, then for any r\ > 0 

(a) lim P [ max sup V[lt(A.) 
- 

ltiX0)] + -Jl > 0 ) = 0, ?-?? 
{gnSkSn^^f^ ) 

(b) lim P ( max sup V [lt (A) 
- 

lt iX0)] + ^Jn-k > 0) = 0. ?-??o 
XSnSn-^n^^^ ) 

LEMMA A.2. If the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, then there exists a 8 > 0 

such that 

k8 k r i 
(a) max 

-Y, DtiXnik))D'tiXnik))-Q =opil), gn<k<n n 
^\_ J 

(n _ 
k)^ 

n 

(b) max -- Y [DtiXuik))D'tiXinik))-S2] =opil). 
gn<n-k<n n 

t=ic+\ 

LEMMA A.3. For any u e (0, 1) and v e (0, oo), it follows that 

j j \jX-u-\ ifv<l, 
? ij-t + mv 

= 0(l) r?iogj, ifv = i, 
t=r+l V f^^f 

[j-url-v^ ify> js 

where Oil) holds uniformly in j > r > 1. 
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